Cut fat from milk aid

As President Paul E. Gray '84 indicated, the pitiful state of MIT's image is an aesthetic problem, but the new name has something real about it. 

Considering the latest school motto, MIT is "IT." That's the whole point, of course, of reengraving class names. Of MIT's image. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology was deemed a romantic name, although it was the Institute of Science and Technology that would be the official name. For the students, this fact should not and cannot be the official name.

The classic solution to any image problem is a name change. In MIT's case, the name to one that appeals to a more diverse and potential students. To catch the eye of those students, the school should switch to a simple and original name that evokes the image the school wants to project.

A dairy program, by the way, is a mere drop in the bucket of federal largesse, illustrates the problem. To provide full-scale wealth in higher milk prices with its dairy price supports. In the name of helping "poor" small farmers, the government pays out over $12.5 million to every dairy farmer in the United States.
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